Introduction
As writing specialists, members drawn from the writing studies community of Canada instantiated in academic writing-related associations (such as those listed at the end of this document) have put together the following statement on writing centres and staffing. Our goal in writing this statement is to promote academic excellence for all students. We believe that writing centre staff require knowledge of writing studies research and proven instructional models. This document was endorsed by the Canadian Association for the Study of Discourse and Writing on May 30, 2016.
Those providing writing instruction need to have expertise in writing studies to engage in evidence-based pedagogies. Excellent writing support requires instructors who have local knowledge of the students at their institution and who can collaborate with faculty from many disciplines to develop better writing assignments and effective and clearly communicated grading practices and policies.
To ensure best practices at writing centres we endorse the following principles:
Best Instructional Practices for Writing Centres
Students who work with writing specialists at writing centres should improve their writing and critical thinking.
Rationale: Students enter university programs with little knowledge of disciplinary writing expectations. As they adapt to their programs and learn the ways of thinking as well as the knowledge in the field, they begin to write like members of the community (Pare, 2002) . Writing centre specialists have teaching expertise and knowledge of writing in a variety of disciplines.
Writing centres are fundamentally teaching units.
Writing centres are fundamentally teaching units where writing specialists are engaged in teaching activities Graves and Graves, 2006) . Responsibility for the teaching of writing must be undertaken by writing specialists who hold faculty-level appointments similar in rank to the course instructors they work with. In the case where a writing centre uses peer tutors, those tutors must be guided and supervised by a writing specialist.
Rationale: Working closely with course instructors and their students allows writing centre instructors and peer tutors to adapt to changing expectations, changing disciplinary interests, and changing program needs. Using a developmental approach to teaching writing, writing centre instructors and tutors help students adapt and succeed in their programs. The centres must be closely aligned with academic units in order to support student learning and maintain collaborations.
Writing support is best attended to in disciplinary contexts.
Writing support is best provided in disciplinary contexts, where writing specialists work with faculty in the disciplines to share expertise about the local disciplinary genres in which students are asked to engage. (Bean, 2011; Williams & Takaku, 2011) .
